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Helly Hansen Men's Lifa Merino Midweight Half-Zip
2-layer construction; 100% Merino wool exterior

57% Merino Wool/ 43% Polypropylene; 
Flat lock seams for ideal comfort and durability

Non-itch fabric; Regular fit

Starting at $120.00

Patagonia Men's Cap Cool Daily T-Shirt
100% polyester jersey; Set-in sleeves for enhanced movement 
and fit Minimal stitching and seams to help reduce chafing; 
Made with miDori bioSoft for added wicking and softness, 

and HeiQ Pure odor control to keep things fresh; Regular fit

Starting at $49.00

Carhartt® Rugged Flex® Fleece-Lined Shirt Jac
7.8-ounce, 98/2 cotton/spandex stretch canvas; Printed 

fleece lining Spread collar; Metal snaps throughout; Right 
chest pocket Left chest pocket with zipper closure; Two 

large lower-front welt pockets Two snap-adjustable cuffs 
with extended plackets; Carhartt label sewn on left chest 

pocket; Relaxed fit

Starting At $97.00

TravisMathew Sunsetters Pocket Polo
4.7-ounce, 58/42 pima cotton/polyester; Easy wash and wear; 
Wrinkle-resistant; Self-fabric collar; Two-button placket 
with faux horn buttons; Left chest pocket; Side vents

Starting at $89.00

Men’s Apparel

vineyard vines Men's Harbor Fleece Vest
100% polyester; Made from recycled fabric

Full-zip front; Soft fleece fabric; Stretch binding at the hem 
and armholes to prevent wear and tear; Breathable mesh 

pockets to hold phone, keys, wallet, etc.; Vineyard Vines logo 
box label on left-chest Whale embroidery on back collar

Starting at $117.00

Next Level Apparel® Unisex CVC Tee
4.3-ounce, 60/40 combed ring spun cotton/poly, 32 singles; CVC 
blend; 1x1 rib knit neck; Shoulder to shoulder taping; Tear-

away label; Side seamed

Starting at $16.65

Nike Dri-FIT Classic Polo
Flat knit collar, three-button placket and open hem 

sleeves. Pearlized buttons are selected to complement the 
shirt color. The contrast Swoosh design trademark is 

embroidered on the left sleeve. Made of 4.7-ounce, 100% 
polyester Dri-FIT fabric

Starting At $54.00

Patagonia Unisex Regenerative Organic Certified 
Cotton Crewneck Sweatshirt

Body: 100% Regenerative Organic Certified cotton French 
terry Trim: 89% Regenerative Organic Certified cotton /11% 

spandex rib knit Fabrics are certified as blue sign 
approved; Set-in sleeves facilitate movement; Rib-knit 
neckline, cuffs and hem; Fair Trade Certified sewn

Starting at $99.00

District ® Perfect Weight ® Tee
4.3-ounce, 100% combed ring spun cotton, 32 singles; Tear-

away label; 1x1 rib knit neck; Shoulder to shoulder taping; 
Side seamed

Starting at $16.15



Patagonia Women's Regenerative Organic 
Certified Cotton Essential Pullover

100% Regenerative Organic Certified cotton French terry
Bluesign approved fabric; Crewneck sweatshirt with dropped 

shoulders; Easy fit through body and sleeves
Rib-knit cuffs; Center-back moon with interior messaging;

Fair Trade sewn

Starting at $85.00

vineyard vines Ladies' Harbor Fleece Vest
100% polyester; Full-zip front; Soft fleece fabric

Stretch binding at the hem and armholes to prevent wear and 
tear; Breathable mesh pockets to hold phone, keys, wallet, etc.
Vineyard vines logo box label on left-chest; Whale embroidery 

on back collar

Starting at $117.00

Next Level Apparel® Women’s CVC Tee
4.3-ounce, 60/40 combed ring spun cotton/poly, 32 singles; CVC 
blend; 1x1 rib knit neck; Shoulder to shoulder taping; Tear-

away label; Side seamed; Fitted

Starting At $16.25

TravisMathew Ladies Sunsetters Polo
4.7-ounce, 58/42 pima cotton/polyester; Easy wash and wear

Wrinkle-resistant; Self-fabric collar; V-neckline
Two-button placket with faux horn buttons; Elongated 

sleeves; Side vents

Starting at $89.00

Women’s Apparel

Nike Ladies Dri-FIT Classic Polo
Flat knit collar. Tailored for a feminine fit with a two-button 

Y-placket and flat knit cuffs. Pearlized buttons are selected to 
complement the shirt color. The contrast Swoosh design 

trademark is embroidered on the left sleeve. Made of 4.7-ounce, 
100% polyester Dri-FIT fabric

Starting at $54.00

Southern Tide Women's Linley Brrr-illiant
Performance Hoodie

46% brrr Polyester/ 46% Polyester/ 8% Spandex
Quick dry; Stretch; UV protection; brrr cooling

Starting at $105.00

Independent Trading Company
Women's California Wave Wash Crewneck Sweatshirt

7 oz./yd² (US), 11.7 oz/L yd (CA), 52/48 ring-spun 
cotton/polyester blend 3-end fleece; Wave wash garment 
wash for softness and unique color; Classic fit; Raglan 

sleeves; Blind stitch & cover stitch sewing;
Twill neck tape; Woven label

Starting At $39.00

Helly Hansen Women's Lifa Merino 
Midweight Half-Zip

2-layer construction 100% Merino wool exterior; Flatlock 
seams for ideal comfort and durability; Non-itch fabric

Shell: 57% Merino Wool, 43% Polypropylene

Starting at $120.00

BELLA+CANVAS ® Women’s Triblend Short 
Sleeve Tee

Slim fit; Tear-away label; Side seamed; Triblend
Colors: 3.8-ounce, 50/25/25 poly/Airlume combed and 

ring spun cotton/rayon, 40 singles

Starting at $18.31



Eco-Friendly

Bamboo Aromatic Oil Diffuser
extremely quiet and heat free; Essential oils are not included 

with this diffuser however a list of calming essential oil 
suggestions is included with use and instructions; It diffuses 
up to 7 hours on continuous or 14 on intermittent, shuts off 

automatically; Box included (8.75"L x 4"H x 4"W);
Bamboo is a natural, renewable material

Starting at $71.46

Renew rPET Laptop Backpack
a classic computer backpack using recycled fabric and webbing 

made from plastic bottles; Top dual zippered pocket; Front 
zippered pocket with key fob clip; Dual side water bottle 

pockets with compression straps; Rear padded, dual zippered 
laptop compartment (holds up to a 15" laptop); Zippered main 

compartment includes interior pockets; Top grab handle;
Padded back panel; Padded, adjustable shoulder straps

PVC Free Product

Starting at $59.54

MiiR® All Day Camp Cup - 32 Oz.
Made with 90% recycled 18/8 stainless steel;

Thermo 3D Double Wall Vacuum Insulation Technology;
This camp cup won’t Sweat; 18/8 medical grade stainless 

steel; Hardshell Powder coat and prevents peeling; Press-
fit Straw Lid includes a three-part system with lid, drinking 

straw, and silicone mouthpiece

Starting At $55.47

Acadia XL Box Cooler
Thoughtful use of recycled materials; Delrin® zipper opens 

to a large, insulated main compartment; Front Delrin® 
zippered pocket; small zippered pocket on the outside front 

pocket; Elastic cord top; Side stretch-mesh pockets; Top 
padded grab handle and adjustable and removable 

shoulder strap; Shoulder strap measures 35" - 64“; Wipe 
clean; Holds 56 cans; PVC free product

Starting at $60.74

Yupoong Classics Sustainable Retro Trucker Cap
56/44 recycled polyester/cotton; Structured, six-panel, mid-

profile; Permacurv® visor; Snapback closure

Starting at $18.35

Stanley Quencher H2.O FlowState Tumbler 40 oz
18/8 Recycled stainless steel; naturally BPA-free

Double-wall vacuum insulation; FlowState 3-position lid

Starting at $63.00

Herschel Recycled Novel Duffle
EcoSystem 600D Fabric and Tonal stripe EcoSystem Liner 
made from 100% recycled post-consumer water bottles; 

Waterproof zippered closure protects your essentials; Low 
profile vegan leather handles; Removable smooth webbing 
shoulder strap with EVA padding for comfortable carrying; 
Side sleeve pocket; Signature shoe compartment; Zippered 

internal mesh pocket

Starting at $139.10

tentree Organic Cotton Cable Blanket
Measures 60" x 60" unfolded and 13" x 13" folded

Organic Cotton and Cotton, 60” x 60”;
tentree makes environmentalism accessible by offering 
little individual ways to make a big collective impact.

Starting At $99.89

Klean Kanteen Eco Rise 26oz Tumbler
8.17” x 3.71”; Push on Flip top lid; Cupholder Compatible; 
Insulated; 90% post-consumer recycled 18/8 stainless 

steel
Starting at $47.89

https://www.gemline.com/s/product/01t6Q000006Ib3CQAS


Eco-Friendly Apparel

The North Face® Chest Logo Ridgewall
Soft Shell Jacket

306 g/m2 WindWall —100% recycled post-consumer polyester 
with non-PFC durable water-repellent (DWR) finish (Solid); 316 
g/m2 WindWall —100% polyester with non-PFC durable water-
repellent (DWR) finish (Heather); Highly wind-resistant with 

wind permeability at less than 10 CFM (0 CFM is 100% 
windproof); Brushed micro-gridded fleece interior; Durable 

water-repellent (DWR) finish; Reverse-coil center front zipper 
and hand pockets; Interior hem cinch-cord; Embroidered The 
North Face logo on left chest and right back shoulderrial

Starting at $155.00

Roots73 WESTVILLE Eco Microfleece 
Full Zip-Women’s

Made with super-soft recycled polyester anti-pill 
microfleece; ontrast detail on the flap pocket, inner collar, 

inner placket, cuffs and hem; features a hidden interior 
thumb grab for easy layering; comes in biodegradable 

polybags and recyclable packaging

Starting at $134.50

Men's LEFROY Eco Lightweight Softshell 
Jacket with Hood

55% Polyester 45% Recycled Polyester mechanical stretch 
woven bonded to 100% Recycled Polyester knit w/ water 
Resistant; Breathable; hood features an elastic drawcord 
and exterior cordlocks; articulated elbows and ergonomic 

sleeves let you move your arms freely. 

Starting At $87.66

The North Face® Ladies Ridgewall
Soft Shell Vest

316 g/m2 WindWall 100% polyester with non-PFC durable 
water-repellent (DWR) finish (heather); Highly wind-

resistant; Brushed micro-gridded fleece interior; 
Reverse-coil center front zipper and hand pockets; 

Interior hem cinch-cord; Embroidered The North Face 
logo on left hem and right back shoulder

Starting at $105.00

econscious Unisex Eco Fashion T-Shirt 
4.4 oz., 100% organic cotton fiber, ringspun; Shoulder seam clean-
finished with self-fabric tape; Tubular body; Tear away label

Starting at $21.20

Allmade® Unisex Recycled Blend Tee
4.5-ounce, 50% recycled cotton/50% post-consumer recycled 
polyester, 30 singles; 1x1 rib knit neck Shoulder-to-shoulder 

taping; Side seams; Recycled tear-away label

Starting at $16.75

District® Re-Fleece Full-Zip Hoodie
8.1-ounce, 60% recycled cotton/40% recycled polyester; 
Recycled natural color twill back neck tape; Recycled 

natural color drawcords; 2x1 rib knit cuffs, pocket opening 
and hem; Metal YKK zipper with dyed-to-match zipper tape;

Side seamed; Coverstitch details throughout; Recycled, undyed 
tear-away label

Starting at $35.00

Holloway - Eco Revive Ventura Soft Knit Hoodie 
6.3 oz./yd², 89/11 recycled polyester/spandex;mMoisture-

management properties;  3-panel hood with drawcord; Side 
seam pockets; Set-in sleeves; Self-fabric cuffs and bottom 

hem; Tagless label

Starting At $52.50

Hanes - Ecosmart® Crewneck Sweatshirt
7.8 oz./yd², 50/50 US grown cotton/polyester; Made 
with up to 5% recycled polyester from plastic 
bottles; Patented, low-pill, high-stitch density 

PrintPro® XP fleece; Double-needle stitched neckline 
and armholes; Ribbed cuffs and waistband; 

Transitioning to tear away label
Starting at $23.50



22 oz Swig Life Wanderlust Tumbler
Made Of Stainless Steel With Copper Plated Inner; Double 
Wall Construction For Insulation Of Hot Or Cold Liquids; 

Snap-On, Spill-Resistant Thumb-Slide Lid With Removable 
Slider; Vacuum Insulated; Keeps Drinks Cold Up To 24 

Hours And Hot Up To 3 Hours; Non-Slip Bottom; Removable 
Silicone Base; Condensation Free; BPA Free;

Starting At $64.17

Drinkware

Intrepid Water Bottle Pouch
Made Of 3MM Neoprene; Fits 40 Oz. Tumbler; Zippered Main 
Compartment; Interior Mesh Pocket; Adjustable Belt With 

Hook And Loop Closure And Rubber Grips To Prevent 
Sliding; Spot Clean/Air Dry; Tumbler not included

Starting At $10.05

40 oz Intrepid Stainless Steel Tumbler
Stainless Steel Outer And Inner; Stainless Steel Tumbler 

With Handle; Powder Coated Finish; Double Wall 
Construction For Insulation Of Hot Or Cold Liquids; Keeps 
Drinks Cold Up To 24 Hours And Hot Up To 8 Hours; Screw-

On, Spill-Resistant Lid with Straw Hole and 12" Straw; 

Vacuum Insulated

Starting At $27.89

Owala Tumbler
40 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal mug with 
vacuum insulation, dual-purpose threaded lid, sip and 

straw openings, straw, and powder coated finish

Starting At $42.99

18 oz Slique Recycled Tumbler
Made from 100% recycled SAN plastic; Features matching 
lid and straw; Matte finish; Item packaging: Non-Woven 

Bag

Starting At $7.15

Intrepid Water Bottle Pouch
Double wall stainless steel body with concave hole 
pattern progressing down the body; 750ML; Can be 

digitally printed or laser etched simultaneously across 
the body and cap; Made from Recycled Stainless Steel

Starting At $46.67

Fellow Carter Cold Tumbler
20 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel tumbler with 
vacuum insulation, true taste ceramic inner coating, 

threaded lid, Eastman Tritan straw, and powder coated 
finish · gift box included

Starting At $48.99

Larq Flip Top Bottle
25 oz double wall premium electropolished 18/8 

stainless steel thermal bottle with vacuum insulation, 
threaded lid with flip top, inner straw, silicone coated 

carabiner, and two-tone powder coated finish

Starting At $58.99

24oz Tumbler - Rifle Paper Garden Party
pairs a series of beautiful floral patterns with the 

high-performing hydration insulation you know and love. 
Tumbler keeps your beverages cold for 9+ hours and hot 
for 3. Stays cold even longer with drinks containing ice

Starting At $39.95



Venture, 130W Tablet/Laptop Charging Power Bank
27,000 mAh Power Bank with a built in spotlight and 

multiple fast charging ports capable of outputting a 
total of 130W

Starting at $94.95

Chi-Charge Stack Foldable 3-in-1 Fast Charge
super compact device that can wirelessly charge a 

compatible phone, watch, and earbud case all the same 
time. Unfolded- 9.8” x 2.97” X 0.29”

Starting At $39.99

Power Bank AC Plug 10,000 MAH
This clever tech device is a power bank with an integrated 
and extendable lightning cable and detachable AC wall 

adapter combined. Conveniently, power bank section easily 
separates from the wall adapter section to dynamically 

recharge multiple devices AC input: 100-240V~50/60Hz 0.3A Max; 
USB output: 5V=3A; USB Type-C output:5V=3A

Starting at $84.94

Tech

FujiFilm Instx Mini Link 2 Prnter BundLe
Connect to your Bluetooth-enabled Smartphone, USE the 

instaxAiR Mode to draw doodles, bubbles, plants, glitter and 
more in the App, then print it out; Use the instaxAiR Mode to 
record your motion; Draw a hidden message in space, print a 

photo with a QR code and scan the code to watch the message 
back; Use the free instax mini Link® Smartphone App, select your 

pic and swipe up to print. Or Direct print straight from a 
FUJIFILM X-S10 camera; Built-in rechargable lithium-ion battery; 
Product includes USB Cable and Instax Mini Instant Film 10 pack

Starting at $158.95

FSC® 100% Wood MagClick Fast 
Wireless Power Bank

Works as both a wireless charging pad and a regular 
power bank; Made using FSC®-Certified wood sourced; 
Magnetically attaches to iPhone 12/13/14 models for 

wireless charging45% Polyester / 8% Elastane

Starting at $54.17

Prism Wireless Charging Pad
Embrace the future of charging technology with this 

stylish acrylic design that adds a touch of sophistication 
to any space. Experience the lightning-fast 15W charging 

speeds that power up your devices quickly, while the cool 
white LED light adds a subtle, elegant ambiance to your 
surroundings. Illuminate your charging routine with the 

Prism Wireless Charging Pad 

Starting at $20.95

Switch, 4,500 mAh Power Bank with 
Retractable Ports and Stand

The ultimate in convenience and portability, this 4,500 mAh
Power Bank packs a punch to quickly recharge your phone 
by plugging directly into the bottom of it; Prop 65 certified; 

UL Lithium-ion Polymer battery; 
Capacity: 4,500 mAh

Starting at $22.95

Powerstick TouchFind
Two-Way Bluetooth Finder & TouchTool

TouchFind is a combination key finder and touch-free 
tool. It uses Bluetooth® wireless technology to help 

locate and remember important items, like your keys. At 
the same time, TouchFind keeps your hands from touching 
common public surfaces to reduce the transmission of 
germs. Use it to open doors, push buttons and do the 

dirty work for you.

Starting at $14.72

IprintIt Portable Wireless Phone Printer
Connect the portable wireless printer to your phone 

through Bluetooth. Once connected, you can print black-
and-white photos, pictures, study notes, and to-do lists 

and customize bookmarks, labels, journals, greeting cards, 
and more. A roll of thermal paper and thermal sticker 

paper are included with the printer. The printer is 
compatible with all major phone brands and has a battery 
life of 4 hours of continuous use. Recharge time: 2 hours. 

Type C Charging Cable Included.

Starting at $50.38



Sound Machine
new and easy-to-use wellness device that functions as a 
Bluetooth speaker and also comes with built-in calming 

sounds to help you relax after a busy day. Input Voltage: 
DC5V/1A Output Power: 3W

Starting at $27.95

Colorwav Soundbar
Slim black construction and RGB-illuminated grill. Its 
multi-colored lights behind the grill light up your 
logo and create an impressive statement while high-

quality sound fills the room. The compact size is 
perfect for various spaces, and the full-color 

packaging makes it an ideal gift for staff or VIP 
clients.

Starting At $61.88

Tranquil Zzz Noise Machine
Wake up refreshed with the Tranquil Zzz Noise Machine. This 

sleep-enhancing device comes with six soothing sounds: 
ocean, forest, rain, relaxing music, peaceful noise, and white 

noise. Features include an LED light with three modes, 
including a calming breathing light, serving both as a visual 
relaxation aid and a convenient nightlight. Built-in timer 

conserves power and ensures automatic shutoff. Comes with 
a USB-A to USB-C charging cable. FCC and CA Prop 65 certified

Starting at $16.18

Sound

iHue Light Bar
The iHue Light Bar is the adjustable ambience you need for 

home, office, or dorm room. It features 11 vibrant color options, 
lots of color-changing modes, plus speed and brightness 

controls for the ultimate lighting experience at the click of a 
button.

Change it up for party mode with fast, color-changing lights, or 
set it to solid orange for a warm ambient background light. In 

solid white, it supplies extra lighting for reading in bed or 
while studying late into the night.

Starting at $15.27

Soundview
15 Watts with Neo Speaker driver with rich bass; Built in 
LCD display to show song and artist; Dual EQ options; 10 

hours of playtime; Full digital imprint on whole front face 
of the speaker grill and housing; True wireless capability 
to connect two Soundview speakers together for stereo 
sound; Siri capability on Apple devices; Made from 100% 

Recycled ABS Plastic

Starting at $93.33

Dipster
IPX7 Waterproof speaker; Built in carry stand/handle; 5 
Watts with deep bass and subwoofer; Siri capability on 
Apple Devices; True wireless capability to connect two 
Dipster speakers together for stereo sound; 10 hours of 

playtime; Made from 100% Recycled ABS Plastic

Starting at $58.33

30 Second Dance Party
Use the 30 Second Dance Party during meetings to give 
everyone an energy boost and start movin' and groovin'. 

Bring laughter to work.
Send this little burst of joy to someone who is working 
hard or feeling tense - you'll lighten the mood instantly. 

The 30 Second Dance Party features 5 songs, collaboratively 
created by international party scientists*, to turn any 

moment into a dance party

Starting at $22.78

FusionBeat
3 in 1 multi function TWS earbuds, speaker, and 

powerbank; 5000mAh battery; 5+ hours of playtime on 
earbuds up to 625 hours if utilized solely for earbud 

charging; 5 Watt speaker; Recycled ABS Plastic

Starting at $80.00

Sony SRS-XB13 Bluetooth Speaker
featuring EXTRA BASS , IP67 waterproof and dustproof 

design, and up to 16 hours of playback time on a single 
charge. The SRSXB13 is small enough to fit in a bag or 

cupholder and features a multiway strap to take it with 
you everywhere you go. The speaker includes built in 

music controls, microphones, and a Type-C charging cable. 
For even bigger sound, connect two SRS-XB13 speakers 
wirelessly for stereo sound that will spread even 

further.

Starting at $94.49



Office

Travis & Wells® Lennox Laptop Backpack
Zippered padded laptop pocket, fits a laptop up to 15”; Zippered 
main compartment; Front slash pocket with magnetic closure; 
Easy access to interior elastic bottle belt and organization 
pockets; Tricot-lined tablet pocket, fits a tablet up to 13”; 

Trolley strap; Padded back panel and straps; Recycled nylon 
body fabric and lining; Metal feet to prevent scuffing; 

PVC Free Product

Starting at $97.22

Modern Office Desk Lamp
perfect for adding warm ambiance and bright light to your 

work space; sleek lightweight design; A touch dimmer switch; 
10 minute timer; adjustable light with pivot at base and arm 

design; Optional pen holder that adapts to the base is 
included; Prop on base for Cell Phone and optional charger; 
The battery life is minimum 3 hours of use, At full charge 

when plugged in; USB-C charging cable is included; 
Instruction Manual is included

Starting at $48.59

Osprey Arcane 16" Laptop Sleeve
Fits most laptops & MacBooks up to 16“; Constructed with 
durable recycled polyester fabric that is refined to the 

touch; Clean lines, minimal depth and beautiful fabrics and 
hardware combine with utilitarian function; Padded main 

laptop compartment featuring a zippered closure; External 
zip document/notebook pocket; Pass-through luggage and 

carry handle; Side grab handle

Starting at $52.07

Reborn Recycled Aluminum Pen
sleek, modern design includes a barrel made with recycled 
aluminum, renewable bamboo plunger, gunmetal stainless 

steel clip, clear RPET recycled plastic surround. 0.7 mm fine 
ballpoint and high-capacity Parker-style ink cartridge with 
5,900-foot / 1,800-meter writing distance, features a recycled 

symbol on the barrel, opposite from the clip

Starting at $1.99

Scribbler Glow Memo Board
Just write a message with the included dry erase marker, 

place the clear acrylic board on the wooden block, turn on 
the LED lights, and watch as your words magically illuminate!

Starting at $19.20

Full Color Reflection Tracker
14 pt. wraparound outer covers on gloss white cover stock 
with Gloss UV coat. 28 sheets Reflection Tracker filler on 

with thread-sewn, lay-flat binding (choose red, yellow, blue, 
brown, black, white or silver) and 2 outside rounded corners

Starting at $11.33

Cork & Craft Journal
Natural hard covers with Cork covered flap with magnetic 
closure. Includes a blind deboss imprint up to 16 square 

inches. 80 sheets of off-white, ruled paper. Features matching 
satin ribbon bookmark and thread-sewn book binding!

Starting at $9.46

Matador Refraction Packable Backpack
Made Of 100D Recycled nylon, 100D Bluesign Span; YKK® Zippers; 

Nylon Herringbone Webbing Throughout; 210D Nylon Bonded 
Thread With Bartack Reinforced Construction; 16 Liter Capacity; 

Stows Into Its Own Front Pocket For Travel; Multiple 
Organization Pockets; Laptop Sleeve (Fits Up To 16" Macbook Pro); 

Expandable Water Bottle Pockets Built From Durable 
Materials; Breathable Shoulder Straps; Baffled Zippers Protect 

From Weather; Spot Clean/Air Dry 

Starting at $102.34

Fitness Full-Color LifestyleJotter
Flexible, wraparound paper covers. Includes full-color digital 
printing on entire outer cover with gloss UV coat (matte UV 

also available upon request). 100 sheets of FitnessJotter
filler. Features rounded corners and perfect-bound spine

Starting at $7.86



Flikrfire Personal Round Fireplace
an experiential brand driven by making memories. Operating 

on just isopropyl rubbing alcohol, FlikRFire personal 
fireplaces safely brings the mesmerizing, peaceful, and 

fascinating nature of flame anywhere you go, indoors or 
outdoors

Starting At $112.95

HOme & Lifestyle

ember mug2

10 oz 18/8 stainless steel mug with temperature control, 
built-in battery, smart LED light, and reinforced matte 

coating · gift box included

Starting at $201.56

Aurora 12 oz. Concrete Candle
clarifies the mind and heightens the senses; Concrete; 

4 1/4" H x 3 3/16" Dia; Rose Gold Stripe: 2 1/2" W x 4 1/4" H; 10 
scents to choose from; it is suggested to ship all candle 
orders via overnight method with morning delivery during 

warm weather months or in warm weather climates

Starting at $27.28

Luxe – Faux Marble Diffuser
86 mL reservoir and color changing LED Light; Choose 

your favorite 15mL Essential Oil; 
5 3/4" H x 3 3/4" Dia

Starting at $41.15

Luxe Faux Fur Throw Blanket
This oversized throw blanket is a luxurious and 

sophisticated purposeful gift that defines cozy; The 
short, dense faux fur offers modern styling and is 
alluring and elegant when draped over a sofa or 

armchair.; Opposite the faux fur is a solid velvety smooth 
finish; Kraft box included: 14.56”L x 4.72”W x 12.59”H; 

PVC Free Product

Starting At $69.44

Cuisinart® Cordless Wine Opener
Easily removes up to 80 natural or synthetic corks on one 

full charge; Also removes synthetic corks with ease; 
Includes a foil cutter and vacuum sealer too; NiMH 

battery pack included; Rechargeable base unit; Foil cutter 
included; Includes vacuum sealer to preserve flavor and 

freshness of unfinished wine

Starting at $69.43

Mini Harlow Pot
These Mini Harlow Pots send a cute, affordable AND 

sustainable smile to anyone receiving them? These are a 
great option for sending a cute little thought along 

with a note to someone, perfect sales gifts and 
customer appreciation options.

Starting at $22.50

2oz ECO-Digibag, Compostable & Full Color
tasty assorted fish in this 2 oz. full color DigiBag made 
from certified compostable materials. It measures 5” x 4” 
and fits easily in one hand while recipients reach in and 
grab a bite with the other. The candy is so yummy that 
they won't be able to stop, giving your brand more time 

to be visible in the eyes of others

Starting at $3.11

Mcore Islide Mantra Slides
Made With EVA And PU; Immediate Slip-On Cushion For All-

Day Wear; RPL Molded Footbed Optimized For Comfort; 

Basketball Sneaker Inspired Outsole 

Starting at $45.71



Travel

Travis & Wells® Lennox Passport Wallet
840D recycled nylon,210D recycled nylon,Vegan Leather; 
Zippered closure; Front and rear slash pocket; Room for 

passport, documents, and up to 4 cards; D-ring to secure to 
a key clip; Interior card slot with product story card; 
Recycled nylon body fabric and lining, vegan leather 

accents; Brand debossed patch inside

Starting At $55.54

Samsonite Virtuosa Expandable Carry On
Durable polycarbonate exterior, RPET interior lining, PU 

accents, and RPET zipper tape; Dual spinner wheels; 
RightHeight pull handle system features; Expandable by 
1"; WetPak pocket keeps liquids and toiletries contained; 
Large interior pocket and zippered divided panel offer 

organized storage; Spacious packing compartment features 
PU accented compression elastic straps; Keyless TSA 

approved lock

Starting at $353.61

Universal MagSafe Portable Charger and 
Adapter Set

10,000mAh Power Bank; combines a magnetic wireless 
charging pad, built-in cables, and a wall plug into one 

sleek package;
3 1/4" x W 3 1/4" x D 1 1/4“; Padded Zipper Travel Case

Starting at $71.95

Herschel Recycled Chapter Travel Kit
EcoSystem 600D Fabric made from 100% recycled post-

consumer water bottles; Tonal stripe EcoSystem
Liner made from 100% recycled post-consumer water 
bottles; Waterproof zippered closure protects your 

essentials; Side handle for convenient carrying; 
Zippered front pocket; Internal mesh storage sleeve

Starting at $54.16

Osprey Daylite® Carry-On Wheeled Duffel 40
Two exterior pockets: convenient 3-1-1 top pocket & full-
length side pocket for last-minute stash items; Top & 
bottom grab handle; Lockable #10 reverse zips (main 
opening); Secure ID pocket; Duffel-style opening takes 
weight off zipper; Bluesign® approved 450D Recycled 

Polyester Ripstop/900D Recycled Polyester, PFC-free DWR

Starting at $243.06

Osprey Arcane Small Day
The Arcane Small Day is a backpack constructed with a 
recycled polyester fabric that is made from 7.8 plastic 

bottles; J-zip front panel access to main compartment; 13" 
padded laptop sleeve, document sleeve; Stretch power 
mesh shoulder strap sleeve for transportation cards or 
small items; Quick-release aluminum security hook on 

harness; Large zippered front panel scratch-free pocket; 
Internal organization, small zip pocket and key clip

Starting at $109.95

TimBuk2 Custom Division Backpack
Neoprene water bottle pocket; Rear access to laptop pocket 
keeps your device protected while giving more space in the 
main compartment for other stuff; External compression 
straps for cinching or expanding; Internal organizer for 
pens, phones, and other small stuff; Custom Division Pack 

includes a luggage pass-through

Starting At $150

TimBuk2 Custom Classic Messenger Bag
Eco Cordura is made using recycled pre- and post-consumer 
materials; Weatherproof exterior and waterproof 70D TPU 

liner resist moisture; Aircraft-grade 6061 aluminum tri-glide 
buckle adjusts strap quickly; OrthoLite® foam strap pad 

(optional) provides lasting comfort and support; Switchable 
shoulder strap lets you choose right- or left-handed carry; 

Dual-side vertical-zip front pocket offers fast access to 
essentials (S, M, L); Spacious interior with extra organization 
and dual water bottle pockets; Tech storage specs: X-Small: 

11.5” tablet, Small: 14” laptop, Medium: 16" laptop, Large: 17" 
laptop

Starting At $150

TimBuk2 Custom Alcatraz Laptop Backpack
Laptop compartment fits up to 17" MacBook Pro as well as 
an iPad in a separate pocket; Large main compartment fits 
books, lunch, and a light jacket; Internal organizer for 
pens, phones, and other small stuff; Channeled air mesh 
ventilated back panel; Front, boot, flap and side panels are 
fully customizable, in addition to binding and logo color

Starting at $149.00



Choice Crew
Custom middle-tier dress socks with your logo and 

colors. These customized socks with logo are perfect 
for trade show giveaway &  corporate gifts. There are 

over 50 colors to choose from.

Starting at $10.88

Athletic Ankle
Cushion in the heel and toe, along with a running tab 
in the back; equivalent to custom "Bombas" socks and 

some other popular custom athletic socks; great 
as custom company gifts for those who staff that are 

on their feet all day  

Starting at $11.91

Cotton Athletic Crew
Custom athletic crew socks have an added cushion at 

the heel and toe. Along with compression in the footbed 
and ankle, this style is the coziest custom-knit sock and 

is built for long-lasting wear.

Starting At $12.29

Full Color Socks
Our unisex tube socks start out white and are dye-

sublimated with your custom design, creating a 
fashionable, comfortable and vibrant full-color 

accessory.

Starting at $7.50

Socks

Custom Trendy Patterned Socks
Sublimated decoration; Cotton & polyester; 3.5"W x 24"L; 
Made from high quality materials, these socks are not 

only stylish but also comfortable to wear

Starting at $4.21

Dress Socks
Pantone Matched; One pair of one size fits all socks 
with woven-in, jacquard design up to 3 PMS colors, 6 

colors total, and bulk packaged.

Starting at $7.92

Ankle Socks
These socks offer the same great comfort and design 

options as our dress socks, but in ankle size. Choose six 
colors, including three Pantone matched colors, that 
can be used for your client’s unique knit-in jacquard 

design

Starting at $6.65

Fuzzy Socks
With comfortable clothing trends and more time 

spent at home, Fuzzy Socks are a great addition to 
getting cozy while working, reading a book, or 
watching TV. One pair of one size fits all fuzzy 

socks with woven-in, jacquard design up to 3 PMS 
colors total. Bulk Packaged. Includes your choice 

of either a hang tag or woven tag
Starting At $11.00

Performance Cotton Crew Sock with 
Knit-In Logo

60.8% Cotton/ 30.7% Nylon/6.3% Polyester/ 2.2% Spandex; 
Polybagged per pair; 

includes knit-in logos up to 3-color; 
Small - 7-9; Medium - 9-1; Large - 10-13

Starting at $9.13



Domenico 4-Piece Acacia Wood / Marble Cheese Set
The serving board is beautifully crafted with two durable 
and natural materials – acacia wood and stone plate with 

marble finish – creating an eye-catching aesthetic and 
showcasing the variations and beauty of natural elements. 

This set also features a set of steel cheese knives and 
forks with acacia wood handles that allow you to create 

perfect slices or chunks for serving your guests. The 
Domenico Serving Board comes with an individual brown 

giftbox and is not only a versatile serving piece but also a 
thoughtful gift for anyone who appreciates elegant 

entertainment. 

Starting at $22.99

Truffle Gift Box with 2 Truffles
The decadent flavor filled truffles sit in a checkered 

pattern inside this elegant metallic gift box with 
matching stretch bow. Box is filled with 2 assorted 

truffle flavors .

Starting at $9.87

Fruit Cocktail Sweetie Box
This sweet assortment of flavors is reminiscent of a 

fresh fruit salad! Satisfy every fruity craving with 1.3 oz 
taster packets of strawberry, watermelon, peach, and 
cherry gummies, all packaged in a petite, sleek box.

Starting At $9.74

Large Acacia Cheese Boards
These pieces blend gorgeous Acacia hardwood and an 
eco-friendly resin to create a one-of-a-kind piece of 
serveware for your home. These cheese boards are 

perfect for serving a group of 4-6 people
Dimensions with Handle: 10″W x 20″L x ¾”H

Starting at $103.80

Wine & Snacks

Strawberry Banana Bears: Large Jar
Berry sweet! These strawberry- and banana-flavored bears 
taste like a creamy smoothie in gummy form. 7 oz large 

jars of these fruity bears are perfect for color-matching 
to white logos and label artwork.

Starting at $8.34

Champagne Sparkling Wine
750ml, California Champagne sparkling white wine with 

custom digitally printed full color label. Proud to have 
a 5 Star rating for 15 years making us the highest 

quality custom labeling and etching company in the 
industry! Customized corporate logos and personalized 
text for a striking presentation for your next special 

occasion

Starting at $42.22

Chocolate Covered Oreos®
Chocolate Covered Oreo® in Cello Bag. REAL Belgian 
Chocolate and REAL Oreo® Cookies are used in our 

products!

Starting at $3.73

Limerick Lane Cellars A Toast To You Wine & 
Corkcicle® Stemless Gift Set

this wine experience gift set includes two keepsake 
12 oz. CORKCICLE® Stemless Wine Cups and a Limerick 
Lane Cellars Voucher for a bottle of wine; By Law –

The following States and Canada are prohibited 
from shipping wine to recipients directly. These 

gifts cannot be sold or shipped to anyone in AL, DE, 
UT, MS, RI, or Canada.; Upon receipt of the Voucher, 
the gift recipient selects from one of these three 

wine varieties to ship to their home.
•2022 Rosé - Aromas & Flavors: Citrus, White Flowers, 

Nectarine Strawberry, Limestone
•2022 Fáilte White Rhone Blend - Aromas & Flavors: 

Citrus, White Flowers, Stone Fruit, Apricot
•2021 Russian River Valley Zinfandel - Aromas & 

Flavors: Dark Cherry, Blackberry, Violets, 
Underbrush, Cherry, Strawberry, Wet Stone

Starting At $193.27

Signature Candy Cube Collection
Champagne Jelly Beans

What's not to love about a cube, filled with just the 
right amount of sweets and treats, with a full color 

modern cut label? Don't see the fill you want? Contact 
us for a custom quote today!

Starting at $11.40



Tangle Creations Matrix Stress Reliever
Made from Thermoplastic Rubber; Light-weight 

synthetic rubbery plastic that’s soft and fun to play 
with; Product Size: 2.75" dia.

Starting at $5.72

Confetti Stress Ball
offers a unique and visually appealing experience by 
creating a gentle and celebratory visual effect. When 

the stress ball is squeezed or manipulated, the 
smaller, multi-colored water beads and shimmering 

gold glitter inside interact to produce a confetti-like 
display, evoking the sense of a delicate burst of 

colors and sparkle.

Starting at $3.84

Cyber Gel® HGX Stress Relief Ball
Provides great therapeutic stress relief with unlimited 
squeezing. Features: Comfortable Lycra covering, filled 

with semi-solid gel, highly therapeutic; 
2” diameter

Starting At $4.63

Jelly Smacker
fun, bright colored, translucent stress ball. When 
squeezed it makes a “smacking" sound. A perfect and 

unique way to promote your brand. Features: Made with 
non-toxic materials, Durable rubber; 

2.25” diameter

Starting at $3.54

Stress Free 2024

Molecool Stress Ball
offers a diverse and constantly changing sensory 

experience. When you squeeze or manipulate the stress 
ball, the movement of the larger, soft balls inside creates 
a dynamic and ever-shifting sensation. The multi-colored 

soft balls also enhance its visual appeal, making it 
suitable for those who seek a more substantial and 

visually engaging stress relief experience

Starting at $4.32

Push Pop Ball
Designed to relieve stress while having fun!

Item Size: 2.5" dia.

Starting at $2.45

aRoma Ball
High-quality stress ball that doubles as a scent diffuser 
when squeezed. Clean and inviting scents make for the 
ultimate stress relief product. Premium lycra covering 
provides a comfortable exterior. Features: Perfect for 
stress relief and physical therapy, Powerful aromas 

inspired by best-selling fragrances, great for 
therapueutic relief

Starting at $5.39

Pearl Swirl Stress Ball
offers users a calming visual effect when the ball 

is squeezed or manipulated with the pearly 
swirling water inside. The soothing and hypnotic 

visual element distinguishes it and makes it 
appealing to those seeking stress relief combined 

with a captivating sensory experience.
Starting At $4.08

Sparkle Crunch Stress Ball
help you discover a calm and harmonious state of 

mind. When you squeeze or manipulate the stress ball, 
the small, white, hard beads inside create a crunching 

noise. This unique feature distinguishes it from 
traditional stress balls, making it appealing to those 
who seek a unique and engaging sensory experience 

for stress relief.

Starting at $4.26



Retail Brands Available



Retail Brands Available

..plus 100s more!

..and 100s more!
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